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Abstract
A time-variation in magnetic ﬂux density B may occur because the
ﬁeld changes and/or because the ﬁeld moves relative to the observation
point. Faraday’s law for a ﬁxed circuit makes no distinction between
these causes. But the latter cause is isolated by the magnetic term in the
Lorentz force law, which, in a reference frame ﬁxed with respect to the
particle, implies that a ﬁeld B moving at velocity r induces an electric
ﬁeld E = −r × B. In the case of a traveling electromagnetic wave, r is
the ray velocity (hence the symbol).
Similarly, a time-variation in the electric displacement ﬁeld D may occur
because the ﬁeld changes and/or because the ﬁeld moves. The MaxwellAmpère law makes no distinction between these causes. But, by analogy
with the Lorentz force law, the latter cause can be isolated by saying that
a D ﬁeld moving at velocity r induces a magnetizing ﬁeld H = r × D.

The two “moving ﬁeld” laws, combined with the relations between D and
E and between B and H, yield an unusually simple theory of electromagnetic waves, including a derivation of Fresnel’s equation for the
ray-velocity surface of a non-chiral birefringent crystal. Taking crossproducts of the “moving ﬁeld” laws with the wave-slowness vector, we
obtain two more “moving ﬁeld” equations in terms of wave slowness
(generalizing the conventional formulation in terms of the wave vector).
The last two equations, by analogy with the ﬁrst two, yield Hamilton’s
wave-slowness surface. Comparing the results, we can conclude that the
ray-velocity and wave-slowness surfaces of a biaxial crystal have curves
of contact with tangent planes, and deduce the associated polarizations.
Eigenvectors are introduced to show that, in general, the permitted polarizations for a given propagation direction are orthogonal. A coordinate
transformation (simpler than Hamilton’s) shows that the curves of contact
are circles and yields their linear and angular diameters.
Among the footnotes are interpretations of the Poynting vector and the
Minkowski momentum density. The text includes introductory material
intended to make it comprehensible to high-school graduates.
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Let us investigate the conditions under which an electromagnetic (EM)
ﬁeld can be a simple wavelike ﬁeld, which we shall deﬁne as a spatial variation
moving through the medium with a constant translational velocity—that is, a
function of position but not time, as deﬁned in a reference frame moving at
a constant translational velocity w.r.t. the medium, causing a time-variation to
appear in a frame ﬁxed w.r.t. the medium. We shall deﬁne a general wavelike
ﬁeld as a ﬁeld that is at least approximately a simple wavelike ﬁeld. Similarly,
we shall deﬁne a (simple or general) electromagnetic wave as a (simple or
general) wavelike electromagnetic ﬁeld.
If a wavelike ﬁeld forms a narrow beam, we think of it as approximating a
ray, regardless of whether the “ray” direction is normal (perpendicular) to any
“wavefront” that we might claim to discern within the beam. So, to allow for any
diﬀerence between the ray direction and the direction normal to the wavefront,
the aforesaid “constant translational velocity” must mean the ray velocity,
which we shall denote by r. The wave-normal velocity, which we shall denote
by vn , is the component of r in the direction normal to the “wavefront”.
But what is a “wavefront”? Intuitively and loosely, we may think of a
wavefront as a surface on which the wavelike function reaches a peak (a wave
“crest”) or a minimum (a wave “trough”), or has its maximum derivative w.r.t.
time (a “rising edge”), or changes sign. What these notions have in common is
that they refer to a variation of the wave function across the wavefront, while
tacitly assuming that there is little or no such variation within the wavefront.
So a wavefront—if we can identify such a thing—is a surface within which the
spatial variation of the wavelike function is minimized.
Rectilinear propagation is implicit in the constancy of r: if a wavelike
ﬁeld is refracted, it is not simple, but may be piecewise simple (for abrupt
refraction at a surface) or approximately simple (for continuous refraction).
While r is initially assumed to be uniform (independent of location), it is not
initially assumed to be isotropic (independent of direction).
The locus of r is the ray-velocity surface; it is the surface whose “distance”
from the origin in any direction is the ray velocity in that direction (where the
word “distance” is in quotes because the “surface” is in velocity space, not
position space). Similarly, the locus of vn is the wave-velocity surface (also
called the normal-velocity surface); it is the surface whose “distance” from the
origin in any direction is the wave-normal velocity in that direction.
A strictly simple wavelike ﬁeld cannot accommodate any convergence or
divergence of rays, because that would contradict uniformity of the ray velocity,
and because the associated convergence or divergence of energy would violate
the time-invariance of the ﬁeld in the reference frame moving with the wave.
Nor can it accommodate any convergence or divergence of a wavefront due to
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curvature, because that too would contradict the time-invariance of the ﬁeld in
the moving reference frame. But if the convergence or divergence is suﬃciently
gradual compared with the variation of the ﬁeld across the wavefront, it is
compatible with approximately simple wavelike behavior. Hence the concept
of a “general” wavelike ﬁeld.
Consider, for example, a wavefront diverging from a point-source. At
suﬃciently large distances from the source, the ﬁeld is approximately simple
and wavelike. Close to the source, the ﬁeld may depart signiﬁcantly from simple
wavelike behavior; but at suﬃciently large distances, the cumulative eﬀect of
that departure (compared with subsequent behavior) becomes negligible. As the
expansion of the wavefront represents energy transport, the wavefront recedes
from the source at the ray velocity—which, at suﬃciently large distances,
becomes the ray velocity of a simple wavelike ﬁeld. Hence, if the wavefront
expands for a suﬃciently long time in a uniform medium, the distance of the
wavefront from the source in a given direction becomes near enough to the
expansion time multiplied by the ray velocity in that direction. In the case of
unit expansion time, we have the following result:
1.9.1 Theorem: In a uniform medium, the ray-velocity surface is the surface
reached by a wavefront expanding from the origin in unit time.
For this reason, William Rowan Hamilton conveniently and evocatively referred
to the ray-velocity surface as the unit-wave [12, p.142].
As the ray-velocity surface is a wavefront, we can use it to establish the
wave-normal direction:
1.9.2 Theorem: The normal to the ray-velocity surface at point r is the
wave-normal direction for a ray in the direction of r.
Hence the wave-normal velocity vn , being the component of r in the wavenormal direction, is given (in magnitude and direction) by the perpendicular
from the origin to the plane tangent to the ray-velocity surface at r. Hence the
wave-velocity surface, being the locus of vn , is the pedal of the ray-velocity
surface—where pedal comes from the Latin word for foot, because the pedal is
the locus of the foot of the perpendicular to the tangent plane.
This relation matters because, when a wavefront is refracted or reﬂected at
a surface separating two media, the incident and refracted/reﬂected portions of
the wavefront must meet at a common curve on the surface; as the wavefront
propagates, the common curve moves across the surface. This requirement
of wavefront continuity governs the refraction and reﬂection of waves and,
when combined with the relation between the wave-normal direction and the
ray direction, determines the laws of refraction and reﬂection of rays.
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If r is not isotropic, the normal to the unit-wave does not generally pass
through the origin. Hence, if we could trace an orthogonal trajectory (common
normal) through all the previous positions of the wavefront expanding from the
origin, that trajectory would generally need to be curved. It follows that in
a non-isotropic medium, rectilinearity of the rays does not generally imply
rectilinearity of the wave-normals: when we speak of “rectilinear propagation”,
we mean rectilinearity of the rays. However, at large distances from the origin,
the curvature of the wave-normals is slight. And in the extreme case in which the
wavefronts are perfectly planar, simple translational motion of the wavefronts
allows no change in direction, hence no curvature, of the wave-normals.
From the foregoing discussion of waves and rays in general, we can now
proceed to the particulars of electromagnetic waves.
If there is no applied electric ﬁeld, the Lorentz force F on a particle of
charge q moving at velocity v relative to a magnetic ﬁeld with ﬂux density B is
(1.9.3)

F = qv × B .

If, instead, the particle is stationary while the ﬁeld moves with ray velocity r,
the velocity of the particle relative to the ﬁeld becomes −r, so the force becomes
(1.9.4)

F = −qr × B .

Dividing by q, we ﬁnd that the moving magnetic ﬁeld induces the electric ﬁeld
(1.9.5)

E = −r × B .

This relation, applied to a ﬁxed circuit (closed curve), yields a familiar law:
1.9.6 Faraday’s law for a ﬁxed circuit: The integral of E around a ﬁxed
circuit is minus the integral of Ḃ through (a surface enclosed by) the circuit.
The dot over B indicates diﬀerentiation w.r.t. time, and it is understood that the
direction around the loop is clockwise about the direction through the loop.
Of course, a time-variation in B may be caused not only by the ﬁeld moving
relative to the observation point, by also by the ﬁeld changing (in-situ or as it
moves). For a ﬁxed circuit, statement 1.9.6 does not distinguish between these
causes, and neither does nature! But for a simple wavelike ﬁeld, we have only
the ﬁrst cause (“ﬁeld moving”), for which the induced E is given by (1.9.5).
Thus equation (1.9.5) is the simple-wavelike-ﬁeld form of statement 1.9.6.
If there is no conduction current, the electric displacement ﬁeld D and the
magnetizing ﬁeld H are related by another familiar law:
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1.9.7 Maxwell-Ampère law (with no conduction): The integral of H around
a ﬁxed circuit is the integral of Ḋ through (a surface enclosed by) the circuit.
This statement is exactly analogous to 1.9.6 without the minus sign. Like 1.9.6,
it does not care whether the time-variation occurs because the ﬁeld moves or
changes or both (although, strangely, this is more often said of Faraday’s law
than of the Maxwell-Ampère law). So, by the corresponding analogy with
equation (1.9.5), the simple-wavelike-ﬁeld form of 1.9.7 is
H = r×D.

(1.9.8)

Simple electromagnetic (EM) waves, if they exist, must be simultaneous
solutions of (1.9.5) and (1.9.8); these equations and all their implications are
necessary conditions for the existence of such waves.
As a cross product is normal to both of its factors, equations (1.9.5) and
(1.9.8) immediately yield
E, H ⊥ r

(1.9.9)

E⊥B

(1.9.10)

H⊥D.

(1.9.11)

From (1.9.9) we see that simple electromagnetic waves are transverse in the
sense that E and H are normal to the ray direction. Two opposite directions are
normal to both E and H. To see which is the ray direction, we can cross-multiply
both sides of (1.9.8) on the left by E, obtaining

(1.9.12)

�
�
E×H = E × r×D

= E.D r − E.r D
= E.D r

(by a standard identity)
(since E ⊥ r);

and we expect E.D to be positive, in which case E × H is in the ray direction.
Similarly, cross-multiplying (1.9.5) on the right by H yields
(1.9.13)

E × H = H.B r ,

and we expect H.B to be positive, so that E × H is again in the ray direction.21
21 The vector E × H, usually denoted by S, is called the Poynting vector. Adding equations
�
�
(1.9.12) and (1.9.13), we ﬁnd that S = 12 E.D + 12 H.B r, where the ﬁrst term in parentheses
is the electric energy density and the second is the magnetic energy density. So S, being the
product of the total energy density (energy per unit volume) and the ray velocity, is the intensity
(power per unit area).
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That raises an obvious suspicion: could the “other” cross-product, D × B,
give the wave-normal direction, so that D and B are tangential to the wavefront?
Consider the contrary propositions. If D has a component normal to the
wavefront, this component will vary in time as the wave passes; and this timevariation, according to the Maxwell-Ampère law, will be proportional to the
circulation (spatial rotation) of H within the wavefront. So, to minimize the
spatial variation of H within the wavefront, there must be no component of
D normal to the wavefront; that is, D must be tangential to the wavefront.
Similarly, if B has a component normal to the wavefront, this component will
have a time-variation which, according to Faraday’s law, will be proportional to
the circulation of E within the wavefront. So, to minimize the spatial variation
of E within the wavefront, there must be no component of B normal to the
wavefront; that is, B must be tangential to the wavefront. So D and B, being
tangential to the wavefront, are perpendicular to the wave-normal velocity vn :
(1.9.14)

D, B ⊥ vn .

Hence vn has the direction of ± D × B. To see which sign is applicable, we can
dot-multiply (1.9.5) by D, or (1.9.8) by B, and use the properties of the scalar
triple product; either way, it becomes apparent that r.D×B is positive, so that
D × B, like vn , points to the same side of the wavefront as r. So (+) D × B is
the direction of the wave-normal velocity.22
In summary, simple EM waves are transverse waves for which the electric
ﬁeld E and the magnetizing ﬁeld H are transverse w.r.t. the rays, while the
electric displacement ﬁeld D and the magnetic ﬂux density B are transverse
w.r.t. the wave-normals—where “transverse” means precisely perpendicular.
Part of our problem, then, is to work out how the magnitudes of r and vn
might depend on the directions (polarizations) of E and H within the plane
normal to r, or the directions of D and B within the plane normal to vn .
Ray reversibility requires one further (weak) assumption. If the properties
of the medium are such that a sign-change in E (as a function of time) causes
a sign-change in D, we can change the signs of E, D, and r in (1.9.5) and
(1.9.8). Alternatively, if a sign-change in H causes a sign-change in B, we
can change the signs of B, H, and r in the same equations. Either way, we
reverse r. We also reverse D × B and hence the direction of vn ; and because
vn is the component of r in the direction of D × B, reversing both r and that
direction means reversing vn . And reversing vn preserves the synchronization of
22 The vector D × B, denoted by g M , is called the Minkowski momentum density. It has the
dimensions of momentum per unit volume, and is related to the “force exerted by light on an
object within a medium” [1].
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wavefronts at boundaries, so that the reversed rays and waves remain consistent
with the laws of refraction and reﬂection.23
The “alternative” condition for ray reversibility is implicit in the following
assumption, which we retain from now on.
1.9.15 Assumption: B = µH , where µ is a positive constant of the medium.
The constant µ is called the permeability. Indeed, any reasonably transparent
medium probably needs to be non-ferromagnetic in order to avoid signiﬁcant
hysteresis losses; and in a non-ferromagnetic medium, B is very close to µ0 H,
where µ0 is the magnetic constant (the physical constant formerly known as
the “magnetic permeability of a vacuum”). So assumption 1.9.15 is almost
implicit in the assumption of simple EM waves (which, by deﬁnition, propagate
without loss), and it is not greatly generalized by writing µ instead of µ0 .
Assumption 1.9.15 also implies that the proportionality between H and B
is instantaneous (that is, H and B are in phase). Again, this is very nearly the
case for a non-ferromagnetic medium.
Combining assumption 1.9.15 with relations (1.9.10) and (1.9.9), and then
with relations (1.9.11) and (1.9.14), we have
(1.9.16)

E ⊥H ⊥ r ⊥ E
��
D ⊥ B ⊥ vn ⊥ D ,

where the symbol �� indicates parallelism (not antiparallelism in this context).
Under the same assumption 1.9.15, the directions of r and vn become
(1.9.17)

(1.9.18)

r �� E × H
vn �� D × H

�� E × B
�� D × B .

Relations (1.9.16) to (1.9.18) may be summarized as follows.24
1.9.19 Theorem: For simple EM waves in a medium in which B �� H, the
vectors E, H, and r (the ray velocity) form a right-hand orthogonal triad, as
do the vectors D, B, and vn (the wave-normal velocity), so that D, E, vn , and r
are all in the same plane normal to B and H.
23 Of course, a suﬃcient condition for ray & wave reversibility is that the wavelike function be
governed by a diﬀerential equation in which all derivatives w.r.t. time are of even order, so that
one solution may be time-reversed to obtain another solution. But we cannot use that argument
here, because we have avoided the use of diﬀerential equations!
24 Cf. Fig. 3 in Lunney & Weaire [19], where k and S have the directions of our vn and r.
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We can now begin the simultaneous solution of equations (1.9.5) and (1.9.8).
Substituting assumption 1.9.15 into (1.9.5) gives

that is,
(1.9.20)

E = −r × µH
�
�
= −r × µ r × D
�
�
= µr× D×r
�
�
= µ r.r D − r.D r ;

by (1.9.8)

E = µr 2 D − µ r.D r ,

where r is the magnitude of r. This conﬁrms that E, D, and r are coplanar,
as stated in theorem 1.9.19. Moreover, we shall see that equation (1.9.20),
when combined with the relation between D and E for the medium, completely
speciﬁes the permitted ray speed(s) and polarization(s) as functions of direction.
First note that equation (1.9.20) can be arranged as µr 2 D = E + µ r.D r,
showing that D consists of a component parallel to E and a component normal
to E. But in any direction in which the medium requires that D �� E, the normal
component must be zero, so that the equation reduces to
(1.9.21)

D = �E ,

where
(1.9.22)

�=

1
.
µr 2

We shall call � the directional permittivity. It is obviously real and positive,
and has a value for each direction in which D �� E. So if D is parallel to E,
there is an instantaneous proportionality between them (under the assumption
of simple EM waves and assumption 1.9.15). Solving (1.9.22) for r gives the
classical formula for the speed of light:
�√
(1.9.23)
r = 1 µ� .

This formula depends only on equations (1.9.5) and (1.9.8), assumption 1.9.15,
and the condition that D �� E, and applies to any propagation direction in which
that condition holds. Notice that the speed depends on the coeﬃcients of
proportionality between the ﬁelds.
A “propagation direction” for which D �� E is not only a ray direction but
also a wave-normal direction, and the resulting r is not only the ray speed but
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also the wave-normal speed. This can be conﬁrmed by setting E �� D in relation
(1.9.16), which then implies that vn �� r. As vn is the component of r in the
direction of vn , this means vn = r.
If E happens to be a sinusoidal function of time, the instantaneous proportionality between D and E does not exclude the possibility that the coeﬃcient
� depends on frequency—as is generally the case, in any medium except a
vacuum. The resulting frequency-dependence of r is called dispersion.
For each direction in which D �� E, we can substitute (1.9.21) into (1.9.8),
obtaining
(1.9.24)

H = r × �E .

As E, H, r form a right-hand orthogonal triad, their magnitudes are related by
(1.9.25)

H = r� E ,

where H = |H| ; E = |E|. Substituting from (1.9.23) and rearranging, we ﬁnd
�
�
(1.9.26)
E H = µ/� .

This ratio is an impedance: in SI units, E is in volts per metre and H in amps
�
�
per metre, so that E H is in ohms. As � can vary with frequency, so can E H .

In an isotropic medium, D �� E for any direction of E, and r is independent
of direction, so that equations (1.9.21) to (1.9.26) hold in all directions, and r is
both the ray speed and the wave-normal speed in all directions. The isotropic �
�
is called simply the permittivity of the medium, and the isotropic E H is called
the intrinsic impedance (or characteristic impedance) of the medium.
For a non-isotropic medium we make the following assumption, which will
be retained from now on.
1.9.27 Assumption: The dependence of D on E is linear. In other words:
(a) multiplying E by a scalar causes D to be multiplied by the same scalar;
(b) the D ﬁeld due to a (vector) sum of E ﬁelds is the (vector) sum of the D
ﬁelds due to the separate terms in the sum of E ﬁelds.
In particular, part (a) implies that a sign-change in E is associated with a
sign-change in D.
To make D parallel to E requires two degrees of freedom, and two are
available in choosing the direction of E. So, of all the directions in which we
could apply an E ﬁeld, we would expect (at least) one in which the resulting D
is parallel to E. Let that direction be the z direction (choosing the coordinate
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axes to ﬁt the problem). The parallelism, together with 1.9.27(a), indicates a
symmetry about planes normal to the z axis, i.e. parallel to the (x, y) plane,
such that if E is in that plane, so is D. Now repeat the argument in two
dimensions. Of all the directions in the (x, y) plane in which we could apply
an E ﬁeld, obtaining a D ﬁeld in the same plane, we would expect (at least) one
direction in which D �� E. Let it be the y direction. This parallelism, together
with 1.9.27(a), indicates a symmetry about planes normal to the y axis, i.e.
parallel to the (z, x) plane. Due to the symmetries about the (x, y) and (z, x)
planes, both of which contain the x axis, an E ﬁeld in the x direction produces
a parallel D ﬁeld. Thus there are three mutually perpendicular directions in
which D �� E, hence three planes of symmetry normal to those directions.25
Let i, j, k be the unit vectors in the x, y, z directions, respectively. These
are the directions in which D �� E, so that equations (1.9.21) and (1.9.22) apply.
Let the respective values of � be � x , � y , � z , and let the corresponding values
of r be a, b, c. Then, by (1.9.21), the displacement ﬁelds Dx i, Dy j, and Dz k
are produced respectively by the electric ﬁelds Dx i/� x , Dy j/� y , and Dz k/� z ,
where, by (1.9.22),
(1.9.28)

�x =

1
;
µa2

�y =

1
;
µb2

�z =

1
;
µc2

that is, the displacement ﬁelds Dx i, Dy j, and Dz k are given respectively by the
electric ﬁelds µa2 Dx i, µb2 Dy j, and µc2 Dz k. Hence, by assumption 1.9.27(b),
the electric ﬁeld
(1.9.29)

E = µa2 D x i + µb2 Dy j + µc2 Dz k

gives the displacement ﬁeld
(1.9.30)

D = D x i + D y j + Dz k .

Now, if we let the ray velocity be
(1.9.31)

r = xi + yj + zk ,

so that
(1.9.32)

r 2 = x2 + y2 + z2 ,

25 This explanation neglects the possibility that a purely alternating E ﬁeld produces a D ﬁeld
with a rotating component. Media with this property are described as chiral, and can cause a
gradual rotation of the polarization of a wave as it propagates (known as optical activity). These
phenomena are not covered by the present “simple” theory.
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we can ﬁnd the locus of r. Substituting (1.9.29), (1.9.30), and (1.9.31) into
equation (1.9.20) and canceling µ, we obtain
(1.9.33)

�
�
a2 D x i + b2 Dy j + c2 Dz k = r 2 D x i + Dy j + Dz k
�
�
− xD x + yDy + zDz (xi + yj + zk)

or, equating components in the i, j, and k directions,
(1.9.34)

 r 2 − x 2 −a2
−x y
−xz 


2
2
2
r − y −b
−yz 
 −x y

 −xz
−yz
r 2 −z 2 −c2 

 D 
 x 
 Dy  = 0 .
 Dz 

The existence of a non-trivial solution D, whose components D x , Dy , Dz are
not all zero, requires the determinant of the 3 × 3 coeﬃcient matrix to be zero.
If we temporarily name the subexpressions
(1.9.35)

K = r 2 − a2 , L = r 2 − b2 , M = r 2 − c2 ,

we ﬁnd that the determinant expands and simpliﬁes to
(1.9.36)

K L M − L M x2 − M K y2 − K L z2 .

Setting this to zero, dividing through by KLM, and reinstating subexpressions,
we obtain the short form of the equation for the ray-velocity surface:
(1.9.37)

x2
y2
z2
+
+
=1.
r 2 − a2 r 2 − b2 r 2 − c2

Multiplying this by (1.9.32) and collecting terms, we get the alternative form
(1.9.38)

a2 x 2
b2 y 2
c2 z 2
+ 2 2 + 2 2 = 0,
2
2
r −a
r −b
r −c

which is useful because it can be “multiplied through” without complicating
the right-hand side. Multiplying it through by the common denominator, we
might expect to obtain an equation of the 6 th degree. But in fact, if we expand
�
�
the products of two denominators, we can collect the term a2 b2 c2 x 2 + y 2 +z 2 ,
in which the parenthesized factor is r 2 . We can then cancel this factor in all
terms, reducing the degree by two and obtaining
�
�
�
�
r 2 a2 x 2 + b2 y 2 + c2 z 2 − a2 b2 +c2 x 2
�
�
(1.9.39)
− b2 c2 +a2 y 2
�
�
− c2 a2 +b2 z 2 + a2 b2 c2 = 0 .
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This form—which is the same as Fresnel’s [21, p.233], except that we retain
one instance of r 2 for abridgment—is more verbose than the preceding forms,
but shows at a glance that the surface is only of the 4 th degree.
In any of the forms (1.9.37) to (1.9.39), the even powers of the coordinates
indicate mirror-symmetry in the coordinate planes.
For some purposes, however, it is most convenient to work directly from
(1.9.34), which includes the components of D, hence the polarization. For
example, if the ray velocity is in the (x, y) plane, the symmetry about that plane
requires D to be either normal to that plane or in it. In the former case, we put
z = 0 (hence r 2 = x 2 +y 2 ) and D x = Dy = 0 in system (1.9.34), reducing it to
�

(1.9.40)

�
x 2 + y 2 −c2 Dz = 0 ,

in which a non-trivial solution (Dz � 0) requires that x 2 + y 2 = c2 . In the latter
case, we put z = 0 (hence r 2 = x 2 +y 2 ) and Dz = 0 in (1.9.34), reducing it to
� 2 2
�� �
−x y
y −a
Dx
(1.9.41)
= 0.
−x y
x 2 −b2 Dy
For a non-trivial solution (in which D x and Dy are not both zero), the 2 × 2
determinant must be zero. When that determinant is expanded, the terms in
�
�
x 2 y 2 cancel and we can divide through by a2 b2 , obtaining x 2 b2 + y 2 a2 = 1.
In summary, the ray-velocity surface intersects the (x, y) plane in the curves
(1.9.42)
(1.9.43)

x 2 + y 2 = c2
�
x b2 + y 2 a2 = 1

for D ⊥ the plane

y 2 + z 2 = a2
�
�
y 2 c2 + z 2 b2 = 1

for D ⊥ the plane

2�

for D in the plane .

These describe a circle with radius c, and an ellipse with semi-principal axes
b in the x direction and a in the y direction, both centered on the origin.
Similarly, the ray-velocity surface intersects the (y, z) plane in the curves
(1.9.44)
(1.9.45)

for D in the plane ,

and intersects the (z, x) plane in the curves
(1.9.46)
(1.9.47)

z 2 + x 2 = b2
�
�
z 2 a 2 + x 2 c2 = 1

for D ⊥ the plane

for D in the plane .

Equations (1.9.42), (1.9.44), and (1.9.46) indicate that the speed of light is
isotropic within the three planes normal to the axes on which D �� E.
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Fig. 1.15: One octant of the two-sheeted ray-velocity surface for a non-isotropic medium.

Concerning polarization for the elliptical intersections, the conditions on
equations (1.9.43), (1.9.45), and (1.9.47) tell us only that D is in the plane of
the intersection. But because the ray-velocity surface is also a wavefront, to
which D must be tangential, conﬁning D to the plane of the intersection means
making it tangential to the curve of intersection.
Now let the three radii a, b, c be distinct, and assume, without further loss
of generality (renaming axes if necessary), that a > b > c. In the ﬁrst octant
(for which x, y, z ≥ 0), the circles of intersection become quarter-circles, shown
as the gray arcs aa, bb, and cc in Fig. 1.15, where the coordinates marked on
the axes also serve as names of points. (The axes are left-handed, as seems
to be traditional in this context, but could be made right-handed by changing
the y label to −y, in which case the octant shown becomes the fourth octant.)
The quarter-circles do not meet on the axes—and need not, because their
polarizations diﬀer. Hence, even if we did not have equations (1.9.43), (1.9.45),
and (1.9.47), we would know that we need three other arcs to complete the
intersections of the unit-wave with the quarter-planes. We would also know
that on each arc of intersection, D is either normal to the plane or tangential
to the arc; and as the quarter-circles account for the former case, the other arcs
must be the latter. Hence, to match the polarizations where the other arcs meet
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the quarter-circles, the other arcs must meet the axes at right angles. On that
information, we could make a respectable sketch of the other arcs even if we
did not know their exact shapes. But we do: by (1.9.43), (1.9.45), and (1.9.47),
they are quarter-ellipses aligned with the axes. In Fig. 1.15, they are drawn as
black dashed curves, in which the black dashes show the direction of D.
By interpolation between the curves of intersection, we infer that the rayvelocity surface is two-sheeted, with the inner sheet Rccb and the outer sheet
RNbaaQ meeting at point R, like two spinnakers pinned together. Then, if we
extend the surface into the other seven octants by successive reﬂection in the
coordinate planes, we infer that the surface encloses the origin twice. Double
enclosure is consistent with the degree of equation (1.9.39): if we choose two
coordinates, there are at most four solutions for the third coordinate; and the
even powers of the coordinates imply that these solutions are in equal and
opposite pairs, giving 0, 2, or 4 solutions. In other words, a line normal to
one of the coordinate planes will cut the surface at 0, 2, or 4 points, arranged
symmetrically about that coordinate plane.
The axis OR, on which both sheets have the same radius (ray velocity), is
called the biradial axis (or the ray axis). It has the direction in which the ray
velocity is independent of polarization. For that ray direction, the permitted
directions of D are in the plane tangential to the ellipse aQRc and normal to
the (x, z) plane, because D can have a component normal to the circle by the
condition on (1.9.46), and a component tangential to the ellipse by the condition
on (1.9.47). For each direction of D, the corresponding direction of E is normal
to the ray and in the plane of D and the ray (by theorem 1.9.19).
By the symmetry about the coordinate planes, there are two biradial axes
passing through O in the (x, z) plane, containing a total of four points like R,
equidistant from O. The inner and outer sheets of the ray-velocity surface both
enclose the origin O and touch each other at those four points. But we need to
know precisely how they touch each other, because that determines the relations
between the radius vectors and normal vectors around the contact points, hence
the relations between the ray and wave-normal directions around those points,
hence the refractive and reﬂective behavior of the medium for ray and wavenormal directions around the axes through those points. To investigate the
nature of the contact points, let us ﬁrst consider qualitative arguments based on
symmetry, continuity, and interpolation, and then check our inferences against
quantitative arguments based on analytic geometry.
According to the symmetry, the intersections of the ray-velocity surface with
the (x, y) and (y, z) planes can be extended into the back octant of Fig. 1.15
by reﬂecting them in the (x, z) plane. As this plane contains the contact point
R, we will then have enough of the surface to surround that point—as shown
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in Fig. 1.16, where the inner sheet has become −c ccb, and the outer sheet has
become −a baa, and the two sheets touch at R.
Now consider the continuity requirements. As the ray-velocity surface
encloses the origin twice, each direction (from the origin) generally corresponds
to two velocities, represented by one point on the inner sheet and one on the
outer. At each point, the polarization (of D) must be tangential to the sheet and
in the plane of the radius and the normal (that is, tangential to the wavefront
and in the plane of the ray and the wave-normal). Thus, for each direction, there
are generally two permitted polarizations. For each polarization, the continuity
of the medium suggests that a smooth variation in ray direction corresponds to
a smooth variation in ray speed and polarization.
This is true for the intersections of the unit-wave with the coordinate planes,
provided that, as we pass through R in the (x, z) plane, we stick to the circle or
the ellipse and do not switch from one to the other—in other words, provided that
we stick to the corresponding polarization rather than the corresponding sheet;
indeed, in the (x, z) plane, the circle and the ellipse pass smoothly from one
sheet to the other as they pass through R. Hence, appealing again to continuity,
we should expect that the unit-wave, adjacent to the circle bNRb and the ellipse
aQRc, contains other smooth curves along which one can pass through R from
the outer sheet to the inner, with a smooth variation in polarization.
We have just seen that in the (x, z) plane, we can pass from the outer sheet
along a smooth curve through R to the inner sheet, whether we approach R from
the N direction or the Q direction. Interpolating between those directions, we
might infer that in the plane of R and the y axis, we can likewise pass from the
outer sheet along a smooth curve through R to the inner sheet. (But because this
inference comes from interpolation rather than continuity, we shall conﬁrm it
analytically in due course.) As such a curve passes from the outer sheet on one
side of the (x, z) plane to the inner sheet on the other side, it is not symmetrical
about that plane, and would therefore be expected not to meet that plane at right
angles, but rather to be inclined towards the origin. (This too will be conﬁrmed
in due course.) Hence, in Fig. 1.16, the intersection of the unit-wave with the
plane of R and the y axis would be expected to include a curve like −a SRc,
and its mirror-image in the (x, z) plane, the curve aPR,−c.
On the outer sheet, point R is surrounded by points N, P, Q, S, from each
of which a smooth curve passes along the outer sheet through R onto the inner
sheet. Interpolating between the curves, we would expect that the quarter of the
unit-wave depicted in Fig. 1.16 consists of an inﬁnite number of smooth curves
extending from the outer semicircle −a aa through R to the inner semicircle
cc,−c (with the points listed in corresponding directions), and from the outer
semi-ellipse −a ba through R to the inner semi-ellipse cb,−c, and that near
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Fig. 1.16: Minimal wireframe drawing of the same two-sheeted ray-velocity surface as in Fig. 1.15.

point R, the two-sheeted surface approximates a double cone—not necessarily
a right circular cone, but a cone with, at worst, a simple oval cross-section. In
that case, R is a roughly conical peak on the inner sheet and a roughly conical
dimple in the outer sheet; and as the outer sheet is generally convex, the dimple
must be surrounded by a ridge, whose crest is represented by the curve NPQS.
At N and Q, and at the ends of arcs aPR,−c and −a SRc, the polarizations
(already known) are shown by double-ended arrows. On the former arc, as we
move from a to −c, the polarization points at an acute angle to the right of the
direction of movement (looking towards O). So, invoking continuity at R and
interpolating, we can sketch the polarization at P. Applying the same argument
to the other arc, or reﬂecting in the (x, z) plane, we can sketch the polarization
at S. The last two results yield another interpolation: as we make a full turn
about the loop NPQS, the polarization makes a half-turn in the same direction.
This conclusion does not depend on the assumption that the loop is the “crest”
of the “ridge”; the reasoning still holds if the loop is tightened or loosened by
moving points N, P, Q, S towards or away from R. On the arc −a SRc, we can
interpolate one more polarization on the line from O to P, showing how the
direction OP is associated with two rays speeds with crossed polarizations.
If the ray-velocity surface (unit-wave) is double-conical at inﬁnitesimal
distances from R, it has a cone of normals at that point, so that a ray in the
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direction OR is associated with a cone of wave-normals. As the wavefronts pass
out of this medium into another, the wave-normals will still form a cone due to
wavefront continuity at the boundary. But if the second medium is isotropic,
the wave-normal directions will coincide with ray directions. Thus, if a ray
passing along the biradial axis OR, containing all permitted polarizations, exits
the medium into (e.g.) air or water, it will break into a hollow cone of rays; this
is external conical refraction. And a half-turn in the polarization of the ray
will cause a full turn of the ray about the cone; this is conical polarization.
External conical refraction was predicted by Hamilton in October 1832,
and conﬁrmed experimentally by his colleague, the Rev. Humphrey Lloyd, in
December of that year [21]. But it was Lloyd who ﬁrst noticed the polarization
pattern and explained it in terms of previous theory [16, pp. 149–50]. Only
after the event did Hamilton give his own explanation. This was included in the
printed version of his paper [12, s.30], which appeared together with Lloyd’s
report [16] in the summer of 1833 [25, p.157]. At this time, of course, light
waves were not yet known to be EM waves, but were assumed to be mechanical.
Let us complete our own explanation of conical refraction by adding some
analytical evidence to the preceding arguments that were based on symmetry,
continuity, and the dubious art of interpolation.
First we conﬁrm that the intersection of the unit-wave with the plane of R
and the y axis consists of smooth curves passing obliquely through the (x, z)
plane, from one sheet to the other. By simultaneous solution of (1.9.46) and
(1.9.47), the coordinates of R in the (x, z) plane are found to be
� 2 2 �1/2
� 2 2 �1/2
; zR = a b2 −c 2 .
(1.9.48)
xR = c a 2 −b2
a −c

a −c

For ﬁnding directions of tangents of curves through point R, we can equate the
radial coordinate r with the normal distance from the y axis (the error being
proportional to y 2 for small y). In the plane of R and the y axis, interpreting r
as the distance from the y axis, and noting that b is the distance of R from that
axis, we can write
(1.9.49)

x=

xR
r ;
b

z=

zR
r.
b

The remaining steps are trivial but tedious, and therefore best accomplished with
the aid of a computer algebra package. Substituting (1.9.49), then (1.9.48), into
equation (1.9.38), multiplying through by the common denominator, writing
(1.9.50)

r = b + ρ,

expanding completely, and retaining terms of up to 2 nd degree in y and ρ, we
ﬁnd that the only such terms are in y 2 and ρ2 . Hence we can solve for ρ. Then,
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back-substituting into (1.9.50), we obtain
(1.9.51)

r ≈ b±

�

(a2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

2ac

y.

And this is a ﬁrst-order approximation (for small y) to the intersection of the
unit-wave with the plane of R and the y axis. Due to the non-zero coeﬃcient of
y (for a > b > c), it describes an X-shaped pattern in which two smooth curves
pass at opposite oblique angles through the (x, z) plane. So the smooth curves
pass from one sheet to the other—because staying on one sheet would mean
taking the top branches of the ‘X’ (for the outer sheet) or the bottom branches
(for the inner sheet), causing an abrupt change in direction at the junction.
Now we adduce some evidence, other than interpolation, to show that the
unit-wave approximates a double cone near R. At the intersections of the
unit-wave with a sphere centered on the origin, we treat r as constant in, e.g.,
equation (1.9.38). To project those intersections onto the (x, y) plane, we put
z 2 = r 2 − x 2 − y 2 in (1.9.38) and collect terms, obtaining
(1.9.52)

x2

�
c2 (a2 −r 2 ) (a2 −c2 )

−

y2

�
c2 (r 2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

= 1.

For constant r , this clearly describes a conic section symmetrical about the x
and y axes; in particular, since a > b > c, it describes a hyperbola for a > r > b
and an ellipse for b > r > c (because the denominator of x 2 remains positive,
whereas the denominator of y 2 changes from positive to negative as r falls
through b). Similarly, to project the intersections onto the (y, z) plane, we put
x 2 = r 2 − y 2 −z 2 in (1.9.38), obtaining
(1.9.53)

z2

�
a2 (r 2 −c2 ) (a2 −c2 )

+

y2

�
a2 (r 2 −b2 ) (a2 −b2 )

= 1.

This describes an ellipse for a > r > b and a hyperbola for b > r > c (the reverse
of the previous case). The conic sections described by the last two equations are
not literally intersections between a plane and a cone, but rather projections of
the intersections of a sphere with the unit-wave, for which the departure of the
unit-wave from a cone compensates for the departure of the sphere from a plane,
so that the projections of the intersections on two diﬀerent planes are exact conic
sections. But, as we approach point R and the three other similar points, the
departure of the sphere from a plane becomes less and less, and requires the
unit-wave to depart less and less from a cone in order to compensate. Seeing
that the denominators in the above two equations are smooth functions, and
having previously found four smooth curve along which we can pass from the
outer sheet to the inner sheet through R, we know that the limiting case is a
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double cone and not merely two diﬀerent single cones with a common apex.
As a double cone is somewhat reminiscent of a juggler’s diabolo, the point of
contact is called (I jest not...) a diabolical point!26
It does not follow that the limiting cone is right-circular, because a conic
section remains a conic section if it is stretched along one axis—that is, if the
generating cone and plane are stretched along the same axis, with the result that
the cone is no longer right-circular. But clearly the cross-section is at worst a
simple oval, as initially claimed. When the unit-wave is extended into the other
octants, the two sheets resemble two inﬂated balloons, one inside the other,
spot-welded together at four points (cf. Fig. 2 in [4]), with the further property
that the surface approximates a double cone around each point of contact.
External conical refraction occurs when an internal ray with all possible
polarizations travels in a biradial direction. But usually a single internal ray
direction corresponds to two diﬀerent ray speeds (one per sheet), each with its
own polarization and wave-normal direction. If such a “ray” exits the medium
into an isotropic medium, the corresponding external wave-normal directions
become ray directions, giving external double refraction. Similarly, if a ray of
mixed polarization comes from an isotropic medium into a non-isotropic one,
the incident wavefront usually gives two refracted wave speeds (one per sheet),
hence two wave-normal directions (due to wavefront continuity), each with its
own polarization and ray direction, causing double refraction of the internal
kind. Double refraction is also called birefringence.
A medium in which the principal speeds a, b, c are all diﬀerent, giving two
biradial axes, is called a biaxial birefringent medium. But now let us consider
the special cases in which the principal speeds a, b, c are not all diﬀerent.
First let b increase until b = a. Then, in Fig. 1.15 (p.60), point b on the z
axis moves up to a, and the quarter-circle bb expands proportionally, and the
quarter-ellipse ab becomes a quarter-circle of radius a. Hence, by interpolation,
we might guess that the outer sheet of the unit-wave becomes a sphere of radius
a, and that the inner sheet becomes a prolate spheroid with semi-major axis a
and semi-minor axis c. Whatever the exact shapes may be, it is clear that the
biradial axes converge on the z axis, and that the four diabolical points merge
into two simple points of contact on the z axis.
Alternatively, let b decrease until b = c. Then point b on the x axis moves
in to c, and the quarter-circle bb shrinks proportionally, and the quarter-ellipse
bc becomes a quarter-circle of radius c. Hence, by interpolation, we might
guess that the inner sheet of the unit-wave becomes a sphere of radius c, and
26 Hamilton [12] called it a conoidal cusp. This term departs from the standard mathematical
meanings of both conoid and cusp, and seems to have fallen out of use.
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that the outer sheet becomes an oblate spheroid with semi-major axis a and
semi-minor axis c. The biradial axes converge on the x axis, and the four
diabolical points merge into two simple points of contact on the x axis.
A birefringent medium in which the biradial axes merge is described as
uniaxial. If the outer sheet of the unit-wave is spherical and the inner sheet
prolate (b = a), the medium is described as positive; an example is rutile
(a form of TiO2 ). If the inner sheet of the unit-wave is spherical and the outer
sheet oblate (b = c), the medium is described as negative; an example is calcite
(a form of CaCO3 ). In either case, the two sheets meet on their common
axis—at the poles, as it were, and not at the equators. For the spherical
sheet, on which the ray is normal to the wavefront, the ray and the wave are
described as ordinary. For the spheroidal sheet, on which the ray departs from
the wave-normal (except at the equator and the poles), the ray and the wave are
described as extraordinary. Interpolating the polarizations (and continuing the
geographic analogy), we would expect the direction of D to be along the lines
of latitude for the spherical (ordinary) sheet, and along the lines of longitude
for the spheroidal (extraordinary) sheet.
Our expectations can be conﬁrmed by algebra. For the case in which b = a,
equation (1.9.39) can be put in the form
�
�
�
�
r 2 a2 x 2 + a2 y 2 + c2 z 2 − a2 c2 x 2 + y 2 +z 2
(1.9.54)
�
�
− a 2 a 2 x 2 + a 2 y 2 + c2 z 2 − a 2 c2 = 0 .
�
�
Recognizing x 2 + y 2 +z 2 as r 2 , we can factor the left-hand side, obtaining
� 2
��
�
(1.9.55)
r − a 2 a 2 x 2 + a 2 y 2 + c2 z 2 − a 2 c2 = 0 ;
that is,

(1.9.56)

r=a

or

x2 + y2
c2

+

z2
=1.
a2

The ﬁrst option is the expected outer sphere, and the second is the expected inner
prolate spheroid. The axial symmetry about the z axis conﬁrms the expected
polarization pattern, because it implies that the patterns in the (x, z) and (y, z)
planes are replicated in every plane through the z axis. Alternatively, for the
case in which b = c, a similar procedure yields
(1.9.57)

r=c

or

x2
y2 + z2
+
= 1,
a2
c2

where the two options are the inner sphere and the outer oblate spheroid. In this
case the axial symmetry is about the x axis, so that the polarization patterns in
the (x, z) and (x, y) planes are replicated in every plane through the x axis.
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In either case, if a = c, the spheroid merges with the sphere, so that the
unit-wave becomes a single spherical sheet on which both polarizations (and
all combinations thereof) are permitted. This case has already been treated in
the commentary following equations (1.9.21) to (1.9.26).
At this stage, for the more complicated biaxial case, our explanation of the
polarization at P and S (in Fig. 1.16) still relies on interpolation. We could try
to rectify that situation by further studying the analytic geometry of the “ridge”
NPQS. But we can establish the essential fact about the geometry and learn far
more about the physics, with less eﬀort, by starting a new line of inquiry.
Recall that the vector r (with magnitude r) is the ray velocity, while the
vector vn (with magnitude vn ) is the wave-normal velocity. Now let us deﬁne
the ray slowness vector sr as the vector in the direction of r with magnitude
(1.9.58)

sr = 1/r .

Similarly, let us deﬁne the wave slowness vector s (also called the normal
slowness) as the vector in the direction of vn with magnitude
(1.9.59)

s = 1/vn .

As the ray-velocity surface (unit-wave) is the locus of r, so the ray-slowness
surface is the locus of sr . And as the wave-velocity surface is the locus of
vn , so the wave-slowness surface is the locus of s. To ﬁnd sr from r or vice
versa, we keep the direction but take the reciprocal of the magnitude. This
transformation is called inversion in the unit sphere. Hence we say that the
ray-slowness surface is the inverse of the ray-velocity surface, and vice versa.
Similarly, the wave-slowness surface is the inverse of the wave-velocity surface,
and vice versa. As the wave-velocity surface is the pedal of the ray-velocity
surface, it follows that the wave-slowness surface is the inverse of the pedal of
the ray-velocity surface.27
To see how we would ﬁnd that “inverse of the pedal”, let the ray velocity
r be r(u, v), with magnitude r (u, v), so that u and v are parameters of the
ray-velocity surface, and let a subscript u or v indicate partial diﬀerentiation
w.r.t. that parameter. (A partial derivative of a function of several variables is
a derivative w.r.t. one of them while the others are held constant.) Similarly, let
27 I avoid the term wave surface because some authors (e.g., Berry & Jeﬀrey [4]) use that term
for the wave-slowness surface or a scaled version thereof, while others (e.g., Buchwald [7] and
de Witte [8]) use it for the ray-velocity surface. Lunney and Weaire [19] call the wave-slowness
surface the “wave-normal surface” in four places and the “wave surface” in one place, where
they belatedly note that its relation to the wave velocity involves a reciprocal.
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vn , s, and sr (and their magnitudes vn , s, and sr ) be corresponding functions of
u and v. Then, as ru and rv are tangential to the ray-velocity surface, the cross
product ru × rv is normal to that surface and is therefore in the direction of vn
and s (if we suppose, without loss of generality, that we have chosen u and v so
that the cross product is in the outward sense). Dividing that cross product by
its magnitude yields the unit vector in the direction of vn and s, denoted by ŝ:
r ×r

ŝ = � u v � .
� ru × rv �

(1.9.60)

Now vn is the component of r in that direction, so its magnitude is
r.r × r

vn = r.ŝ = � u v� .
� ru × r v �

(1.9.61)

As the magnitude of the wave slowness is 1/vn , the wave slowness vector is
s = ŝ/vn . Substituting from the above yields
s(u, v) =

(1.9.62)

ru × rv
,
r.ru × rv

which is the wave-slowness vector corresponding to r(u, v).
Now, considering that (i) the radii of the ray-velocity surface give the ray
velocities and directions, and (ii) the corresponding normals of the ray-velocity
surface give the corresponding wave-normal directions, and (iii) the radii of the
wave-slowness surface give the wave slownesses and wave-normal directions,
we might well ask: (iv) what, if anything, is the signiﬁcance of the corresponding
normals of the wave-slowness surface?
To answer this, we could try to ﬁnd a vector in the direction of interest,
namely su × sv . But before we get that far, we shall discover a shortcut. First
we diﬀerentiate (1.9.62) w.r.t. u by the quotient rule, obtaining
(1.9.63)

su =

(r.ru × rv )(ruu × rv + ru × rvu ) − (ru × rv )(r.ruu × rv + r.ru × rvu )
(r.ru × rv ) 2

,

where the last parenthesized factor in the numerator comes from the identity
(a.b × c)u = au .b × c + a.bu × c + a.b × cu (from which, in this case, one term
vanishes due to a repeated factor). Expanding the numerator and applying the
identity (a.c)b − (a.b)c = a × (b × c), in two places, we get
(1.9.64)

su =

�
�
�
�
r × (ruu × rv ) × (ru × rv ) + r × (ru × rvu ) × (ru × rv )
,
(r.ru × rv ) 2

in which we can factor the numerator, obtaining
(1.9.65)

�
�
r × (ruu × rv + ru × rvu ) × (ru × rv )
su =
.
(r.ru × rv ) 2
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Now for the “shortcut”: It immediately follows from (1.9.62) that r.s = 1
and ru .s = 0, and from (1.9.65) that r.su = 0. Because u is general, these results
can be written
(1.9.66)

r.s = 1 ; r�.s = 0 ; r.s� = 0 ,

where the prime ( � ) denotes diﬀerentiation w.r.t. any corresponding parameter
of the surfaces. The third equation in this set tells us that every tangent to the
wave-slowness surface at s is normal to r . In other words:
1.9.67 Theorem: The normal to the wave-slowness surface at point s is the
ray direction for a wave-normal in the direction of s.
The theorem relates the directions of s and sr . For their magnitudes, the ﬁrst
equation of (1.9.66) can be written 1 = s.r and multiplied by (1.9.58) to obtain
(1.9.68)

sr = s. r̂ ,

where r̂ is the unit vector in the r direction—which, by 1.9.67, is normal to
the wave-slowness surface at s. So (1.9.68) means that the ray slowness is the
component of the wave slowness normal to the wave-slowness surface; that is,
the ray-slowness surface is the pedal of the wave-slowness surface. It follows
(by taking inverses) that the ray-velocity surface is the inverse of the pedal
of the wave-slowness surface. But we already knew that the wave-slowness
surface is the inverse of the pedal of the ray-velocity surface. So, to repeat the
inverse-of-the-pedal transformation is to undo it.
The last three results (in italics) were discovered by Hamilton and reported
in the paper already cited, although he stated them diﬀerently (see [12, p.143],
lines 4–7, 32–36, 12–16, respectively). They are various ways of saying that the
wave-slowness surface bears the same relation to the ray-velocity surface as the
latter to the former—or, in terms of radius vectors, that s bears the same relation
to r as r to s. The last statement is obvious from the symmetry of equations
(1.9.66), provided of course that these equations are suﬃcient to deﬁne each
vector in terms of the other. In principle, if we need to ﬁnd s(u, v) given r(u, v),
we know the three components of r as functions of u and v , and need to ﬁnd the
three components of s as functions of u and v , for which purpose we need three
equations. So it seems prima facie that equations (1.9.66), which correspond
to equations (P 20) of Hamilton [12, p.143], are indeed suﬃcient.
Because two iterations of the inverse-of-the-pedal transformation take us
back where we started from, the inverse of the pedal surface is appropriately
called the reciprocal surface. So the wave-slowness surface is the reciprocal
of the ray-velocity surface, and vice versa.
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Recall that wavefront continuity governs the refraction and reﬂection of
waves, and hence the refraction and reﬂection of rays via the relation between
the wave-normal and ray directions. Theorem 1.9.67 expresses that relation in
terms of the wave-slowness surface, no less conveniently than theorem 1.9.2
expresses it in terms of the ray-velocity surface. Let us now see how wavefront
continuity is most conveniently expressed in terms of wave slowness.
At a refractive/reﬂective surface, consider a wavefront (incident, refracted,
or reﬂected) propagating with wave-normal velocity vn . Where the wavefront
intersects the surface, let the angle between the two (and hence between their
normals) be θ , and let the curve of intersection move across the surface with
normal velocity vt , where the subscript ‘t’ means tangential to the surface (but
normal to the curve). Then vn is the component of vt in the wave-normal
direction; that is, vn = vt sin θ . Taking reciprocals and rearranging, we ﬁnd
(1.9.69)

s sin θ = 1/vt ,

where the right-hand side is the slowness with which the curve of intersection
moves across the surface, in the direction tangential to the surface and normal
to the curve, while the left-hand side is the component of the wave-slowness in
that direction.
The condition for wavefront continuity is that vt is the same for the incident,
refracted, and reﬂected portions of the wavefront;28 that is, the right-hand side
of (1.9.69) is the same for all three. In particular, if we use primed symbols for
the refracted portion and unprimed for the incident portion, we have
(1.9.70)

s sin θ = s � sin θ � ,

which has the form of “Snell’s law”, except that the angles of incidence and
refraction are deﬁned in terms of the wave-normal directions. For the special
case of ordinary refraction, in which the wave-normal directions are the ray
directions, this law becomes applicable to the rays. Similarly, if we use doubleprimed symbols for the reﬂected portion of the wavefront, we have
(1.9.71)

s sin θ = s �� sin θ �� .

For the special case of an isotropic medium (ordinary reﬂection), we have
s �� = s, so that the law reduces to θ = θ �� (“the angle of incidence equals the
angle of reﬂection”), and becomes applicable to the rays.29
28 Thomas Young stated and exploited this condition as early as 1814, at least for the incident
and refracted waves [29, p.263], but did not express it in terms of wave slowness.
29 For some purposes it is useful to adopt a sign convention that introduces a minus sign into
equation (1.9.71) and its corollaries; but I do not pursue that issue here.
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Equation (1.9.69) with wavefront continuity (common vt ) implies that the
wave slownesses have the same tangential component—i.e., the same projection
on the plane tangential to the surface at the point of incidence. Hence, if the
incident, refracted, and reﬂected wave slownesses are represented by radii of
the respective wave-slowness surfaces centered on the point of incidence, the
endpoints of the radii lie on a common perpendicular to the tangent plane.
Moreover, the radii give the wave-normal directions, while the normals to the
wave-slowness surfaces at the endpoints give the respective ray directions.
The “common perpendicular” rule was noted in the same paper by Hamilton
[12, p.144], in which he called the wave-slowness surface the “surface of
components of normal slowness” [p.142] or simply the surface of components.30
Having seen the usefulness of the wave-slowness surface, let us recast our
basic equations in terms of wave slowness. Cross-multiplying both sides of
(1.9.8) on the left by s, we obtain
(1.9.72)

�
�
s × H = s × r × D = s.D r − s.r D .

But s.D = 0 (because D is tangential to the wavefront, therefore normal to s),
and s.r = 1 by (1.9.66), so we have
(1.9.73)

D = −s × H .

Similarly, cross-multiplying both sides of (1.9.5) on the left by s, we obtain
(1.9.74)

�
�
s × E = −s × r × B = s.r B − s.B r .

But s.B = 0 (as B is tangential to the wavefront), and again s.r = 1, so we have
(1.9.75)

B = s×E.

Equations (1.9.73) and (1.9.75) have the same form as (1.9.5) and (1.9.8).31
Hence we can investigate D × B as we previously investigated E × H: crossmultiplying (1.9.75) on the left by D, or (1.9.73) on the right by B, we conﬁrm
that D × B is in the direction of s.32
30 The summary of Hamilton’s research in the Report of the Third Meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science [5, pp. 366–9] makes an obvious error, which I have
corrected in the bibliographic entry [5].
31 Note for skeptical specialists: In the case of sinusoidal oscillations with wave vector k,
we have s = k/ω in (1.9.73) and (1.9.75), which then become ωD = −k × H and ωB = k × E ,
in agreement with equations (2.2) of Berry & Jeﬀrey [4].
�
�
32 And adding the results gives D × B = 12 E.D + 12 H.B s; that is, the Minkowski momentum
density is the product of the total energy density and the wave slowness (cf. footnotes 21, 22).
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Of course we still have relations (1.9.9), (1.9.10), (1.9.11), and (1.9.14).
And on assumption 1.9.15 (B = µH), we still have theorem 1.9.19, in which we
can now treat sr as interchangeable with r, and s with vn (because the theorem
concerns only directions, not magnitudes).
Making the same assumptions as for the ray-velocity surface, we would
expect the wave-slowness surface derived from equations (1.9.73) and (1.9.75)
to have the same form as the ray-velocity surface derived from the analogous
equations (1.9.5) and (1.9.8), except that the principal dimensions a, b, c are
replaced by their reciprocals. Indeed, multiplying (1.9.73) by µ gives
µD = −s × µH

= −s × B
�
�
= −s × s × E

by 1.9.15
by (1.9.75)

= s.s E − s.E s ;

that is,
µD = s2 E − s.E s ,

(1.9.76)

conﬁrming that D, E, and s are coplanar (cf. theorem 1.9.19). Then, rewriting
equations (1.9.29) and (1.9.30) in terms of the components of E, we ﬁnd that
the electric ﬁeld
(1.9.77)

E = E x i + E y j + Ez k

is associated with the displacement ﬁeld
(1.9.78)

D = 1 2 E x i + 1 2 E y j + 1 2 Ez k .
µa

µb

µc

If we now let the wave slowness be
(1.9.79)

s = Xi + Y j + Z k ,

we can substitute (1.9.77), (1.9.78), and (1.9.79) into (1.9.76), obtaining
(1.9.80)

1
E i + 12 Ey j + 12 Ez k
a2 x
b
c

�
�
= s 2 E x i + E y j + Ez k
�
�
− XEx + Y Ey + ZEz (Xi +Y j + Zk)

—which has the form of (1.9.33), except that a, b, and c are replaced by their
reciprocals, and the components of D are replaced by the components of E,
and the magnitude and components of r are replaced by the magnitude and
components of s. The derivation of the wave-slowness surface then proceeds
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as for the ray-velocity surface, leading to a surface of the same form with a, b,
and c replaced by 1/a, 1/b, and 1/c.
Hence, if the wave-slowness surface is scaled up by a factor b2 , that surface
and the ray-velocity surface have the same circle of intersection with the (x, z)
plane, namely bRNb in Fig. 1.17 (which shows one octant of the ray-velocity
surface). Let the line QNL be tangential to aQRc at Q and to bRNb at N (this
is how Q and N were chosen in Figs. 1.15 and 1.16). Then, by symmetry, the
plane through that line and parallel to the y axis is tangential to the ray-velocity
surface at Q and N , and normal to ON , so that the vector ON is the wavenormal velocity corresponding to the vector ray velocities ON and OQ. The
axis ON is called the binormal axis (or the optic axis). In the direction of that
axis, both sheets of the ray-velocity surface give the same wave-normal velocity,
hence the same wave slowness, hence the same radius for the wave-slowness
surface, so that N is a diabolical point of the scaled wave-slowness surface.
There are four such points equidistant from O, on two binormal axes passing
through O in the (x, z) plane; indeed, the word biaxial (or, in old literature,
biaxal) originally referred to these axes rather than the biradial axes.
As ON is the wave-normal velocity for one ray velocity on the arc aQRc
(namely OQ), the curve on the wave-velocity surface corresponding to that arc
passes through N . Of course it also passes through the endpoints of that arc
(because the ray-velocity surface is normal to its radii at those points) and does so
at right angles to the axes (for symmetry and smoothness). On that information
we can roughly sketch the wave-velocity curve aNc in the (x, z) plane. But
we can sketch it more accurately with reference to the corresponding wave�
slowness curve. Let the scaled wave-slowness magnitude be S = b2 s = b2 vn .
�
Then S b = b/vn ; that is, in any direction, we have a geometric progression from
the wave-normal velocity to the radius of the circle to the scaled wave slowness.
Hence we can mark the intersections of the scaled wave-slowness surface with
the x and z axes (points C and A), and complete the quarter-ellipse ANC,
which is the other curve of intersection of the scaled wave-slowness surface
with the (x, z) plane. Then we can exploit the same geometric progression in
order to locate intermediate points on the wave-velocity curve aNc.
At a diabolical point, the wave-slowness surface has a cone of normals,
which are ray directions; thus a wavefront normal to ON is associated with a
cone of permitted ray directions. So if a ray, containing all polarizations, passes
from an isotropic medium into the current (non-isotropic) medium, at such an
angle that the refracted wave-normal direction is the binormal, then it will break
into a hollow cone of rays; this is internal conical refraction.
The corresponding ray-velocity vectors (including ON and OQ) form a
closed curve on the ray-velocity surface. These ray velocities have a common
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Fig. 1.17: Ray-velocity surface RNbaaQRccb and scaled wave-slowness curves bRNb & ANC .

wave-normal velocity, in magnitude and direction. The common magnitude
means that the tangent planes to the ray-velocity surface at all points on the curve
have the same normal distance from the origin, while the common direction—
the binormal—means that the tangent planes are parallel. So the tangent planes
are one: the ray-velocity surface has a curve of contact with a tangent plane
normal to the binormal axis. That plane is parallel to the y axis and cuts the
(x, z) plane at the line QNL.
Similarly, for the internal ray that suﬀers external conical refraction, the
wave-slowness vectors form a closed curve on the wave-slowness surface. As
these wave slownesses have a common ray slowness in the biradial direction,
the wave-slowness surface has a curve of contact with a tangent plane normal
to the biradial axis. The intersection of the tangent plane with the (x, z) plane
(not shown in Fig. 1.17) is a line tangential to the circle bRNb at R, and to the
ellipse ANC at an unmarked point.
Thus the range of internal ray directions for internal conical refraction
includes the common internal wave-normal direction (ON) and revolves around
the internal ray direction for external conical refraction (OR), while the range
of internal wave-normal directions for external conical refraction includes the
common internal ray direction (OR) and revolves around the internal wavenormal direction for internal conical refraction (ON).
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The entire wave-slowness surface, having the same form as the ray-velocity
surface, can be sketched in the same manner, except that the dashes in the ellipses
(like the gray dashes on ANC) show the direction of E, not D. The binormal
axis ON has the direction in which the wave-normal velocity is independent of
polarization. For the wave-normal direction ON, the permitted directions of E
are in the plane tangential to the ellipse ANC and normal to the (x, z) plane,
because E can have a component normal to the circle bRNb and a component
tangential to the ellipse ANC.
After internal conical refraction, the rays have a common wave-normal
direction, which they retain as they propagate (in a uniform medium). If they
exit the medium via a ﬂat surface into another uniform medium, they still have
a common wave-normal direction (because the wavefront remains planar). If
the new medium is also isotropic (e.g., air or water), the parallel wave-normals
correspond to parallel rays, so that the emergent beam is a hollow cylinder (not
necessarily right-circular), from which the internal cone can be inferred.
Internal conical refraction was predicted by Hamilton in October 1832,
in the same paper as the external form [12, s.29]. Lloyd, having conﬁrmed
the external form in December, observed the internal form and its polarization
pattern early in the new year [21, p.239], by which time Hamilton had explained
the external polarization and predicted its internal counterpart [16, p.156].
Concerning the polarizations, theorem 1.9.19 has the following corollaries,
the ﬁrst of which we have already seen:
• For the ray-velocity surface, the direction of D is tangential to the surface
and in the plane of the radius and the normal—that is, normal to the wavenormal and in the plane of the ray and the wave-normal, respectively.
• For the wave-slowness surface, the direction of E is tangential to the
surface and in the plane of the radius and the normal—that is, normal to
the ray and in the plane of the wave-normal and the ray, respectively.
• In each case, the direction of the other electric vector (E or D) is normal
to the radius and in the plane of the radius and the normal to the surface—
that is, normal to the other direction of propagation (ray or wave-normal)
and in the plane of the ray and the wave-normal.
• In each case, if the surface is two-sheeted, one propagation direction (ray
or wave-normal) will generally give two polarizations (one per sheet).
In Fig. 1.16 (p. 63), the curve of contact between the ray-velocity surface and
the tangent plane is NPQS. (That is how points P and S were chosen, although
the curve of contact was then described merely as the crest of a ridge.) At each
point on that curve, the normal to the surface is parallel to ON . Hence, by the
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ﬁrst of the above corollaries, the direction of D at each point on the curve NPQS
is toward N, so that that a full turn about the closed curve corresponds to a halfturn in the polarization—the law of internal conical polarization. This conﬁrms
the interpolation argument by which we initially sketched the polarizations at
P and S. If we abandon tangency and allow the closed curve to converge on
R, the ray directions converge on that of the internal ray for external conical
refraction, which therefore shows the same polarization pattern.
Indeed, in Fig. 1.17 (p.75), at each point on the loop of contact between
the wave-slowness surface and the tangent plane, the normal to the surface is
parallel to OR. Hence, by the second of the above corollaries, the direction of
E at each point on the loop is toward R, so that (again) a full turn about the
loop corresponds to a half-turn in the polarization—the law of external conical
polarization. If we abandon tangency and allow the loop to converge on N ,
the wave-normal directions converge on that of the internal wave-normal for
internal conical refraction, which therefore shows the same polarization pattern.
Now reconsider the uniaxial case, in which the ray-velocity or waveslowness surface consists of a spherical sheet and a spheroidal sheet, centered
on the origin and making contact at their “poles”. By the ﬁrst or second of
the above corollaries, the polarization (of D or E) on the spheroidal sheet is
along the lines of “longitude”. To account for the diﬀerent velocity or slowness,
the polarization on the spherical sheet must be diﬀerent; hence, by the axial
symmetry, it must be along the lines of “latitude”. Thus, for a given direction
from the origin, the polarizations of the two sheets are orthogonal.
The proof of this result for the biaxial case is slightly more sophisticated.
Let d be the projection of D on the plane normal to the ray velocity r. Then d
is given by D minus the component of D in the direction of r; that is,
(1.9.81)

d = D − D.r̂ r̂ ,

where, as usual, r̂ is the unit vector in the direction of r. Now let
(1.9.82)

r̂ = αi + βj + γk =

�α�
β
γ

,

so that
(1.9.83)

α2 + β2 + γ2 = 1

since |r̂| = 1; in other words, let α, β, γ be the direction cosines of r. Then if
we put (say) D = D x i + Dy j + Dz k, we can write (1.9.81) in the matrix form
(1.9.84)

d = PD
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 1−α 2 −α β −αγ 


P =  −α β 1− β 2 − βγ  .

2
 −αγ − βγ 1−γ 

So P, the matrix of the projection, is real, meaning that its elements are real;
and it is symmetric, meaning that it is unchanged when transposed (ﬂipped
about the diagonal, so that the rows become columns and vice versa).
The derivation of (1.9.84) and (1.9.85) is quite general. So the projection
of E on the plane normal to r is PE. In this case, however, E is already in the
plane normal to r, so that its projection is equal to itself:
(1.9.86)

PE = E .

And the projection of r̂ on the plane normal to r is the zero vector:
(1.9.87)

P r̂ = 0 .

The last result can be conﬁrmed algebraically using (1.9.83), but the geometric
argument is simpler. In general, if
(1.9.88)

Ax = λx ,

where A is a matrix and x is a vector and λ is a scalar, we say that x is an
eigenvector of A and that λ is the associated eigenvalue of A. It is easily shown
that any scalar multiple of x is also an eigenvector, with the same eigenvalue.
In this terminology, equations (1.9.86) and (1.9.87) tell us that the matrix P has
an eigenvector E with eigenvalue 1, and an eigenvector r̂ with eigenvalue 0.
Notice that the two eigenvalues are real and distinct and that the associated
eigenvectors are orthogonal. Indeed, a well-known theorem of linear algebra
(the generalized study of linear transformations of vectors) says that if a matrix
is real and symmetric, its eigenvalues are real and the eigenvectors belonging
to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal. (N.B.: The theorem does not guarantee
that the eigenvalues are distinct, but tells us something if they are.)
So, to show that the permitted polarizations for a particular ray or wavenormal direction are orthogonal, we might look for a real, symmetric matrix
of which E or D is an eigenvector. Matrix P, although real and symmetric, is
evidently unsuitable, because any E in the plane normal to r satisﬁes (1.9.86),
so that P has a whole plane of eigenvectors with the same eigenvalue.33 We
33 This situation is caused by a repeated eigenvalue; from the deﬁnition (1.9.88), it is easily
shown that if two or more eigenvectors have the same eigenvalue, any linear combination (sum
of scalar multiples) of those eigenvectors is also an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue.
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should expect P to be too permissive because it fails to account for the relation
between E and D, which was combined with (1.9.20) to ﬁnd the ray-velocity
surface. That relation, namely that the electric ﬁeld E = Ex i + Ey j + Ez k gives
the displacement ﬁeld D = � x Ex i + � y Ey j + � z Ez k, can be written
D = �E,

(1.9.89)
where

 �
 x
� =  0

 0

(1.9.90)



0  .

� z 

0

0

�y
0

If we now project both sides of (1.9.20) onto the plane normal to r, we obtain
E = µr 2 d
= µr 2 PD

by (1.9.84)

= µr 2 P� E

by (1.9.89)

2

= µr P� PE

by (1.9.86) ;

that is,
(1.9.91)

�

�
1
P� P E = 2 E .
µr

So E is an eigenvector of P� P with eigenvalue 1/ (µr 2 ) . We already know that
this eigenvalue is real, and that in any direction except the biradials, there are two
values of r , hence two distinct eigenvalues. And clearly the matrices are real.
So, to show that the eigenvectors E for the diﬀerent eigenvalues are orthogonal
according to the theorem, it suﬃces to show that P� P is symmetric. We could
multiply it out and see, but there is an easier way. In general, the transpose of
a product of matrices is the product of their transposes in reverse order. In this
case, transposing the individual matrices does not change them, because P and
� are symmetric; and reversing the order also has no eﬀect. So the product P� P
is equal to its transpose; that is, P� P is symmetric—as required.
[From (1.9.87) it is easily veriﬁed that P� P has a third eigenvector r̂, with
eigenvalue 0. This eigenvector is orthogonal to the other two, in accordance
with the theorem and with the condition that E ⊥ r (1.9.9).]
So, from (1.9.20), we have shown that the permitted directions of E for a
given ray direction are orthogonal (for diﬀerent ray speeds). Similarly, from
(1.9.76), or because the wave-slowness surface is related to D as the ray-velocity
surface to E, the permitted directions of D for a given wave-normal direction
are orthogonal (for diﬀerent wave slownesses).
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From the orthogonality of the two directions of E for the same ray direction,
together with the requirement that D is tangential to the ray-velocity surface
and in the plane of E and the ray, we can deduce the polarization pattern on the
inner sheet of Fig. 1.16 (p.63) from the pattern on the outer sheet, conﬁrming
what we would expect from interpolation.
Finally, for comprehensiveness, let us extract a few results on the shapes
and sizes of the curves of contact between the unit-wave and its tangent planes.
By the symmetry about the (x, z) plane, the equation of each plane with a
curve of contact is of the form
(1.9.92)

z = h − mx .

For the quadrant shown in Fig. 1.16, the constants h and m are positive. In
Fresnel’s equation for the unit-wave (1.9.39), let us consider z 2 as a function
of x 2 and y 2 . Usually, if we wanted to diﬀerentiate that equation (partially)
w.r.t. y 2 , we would treat x 2 as a constant. But at points of tangency with the
plane (1.9.92), we can also treat z 2 as a constant, because z is independent of
y 2 in (1.9.92). And if both x 2 and z 2 are treated as constants, the derivative
of r 2 is simply the derivative of y 2 , namely 1 (w.r.t. y 2 , not y). With all these
simpliﬁcations, diﬀerentiating (1.9.39) w.r.t. y 2 gives
(1.9.93)

r 2 b2 + a2 x 2 + b2 y 2 + c2 z 2 − b2 (a2 +c2 ) = 0 .

Putting r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 and rearranging, we obtain
(1.9.94)

(a2 +b2 )x 2 + 2b2 y 2 + (b2 +c2 )z 2 = b2 (a2 +c2 ) .

The surface described by this is obviously an ellipsoid. Its intersection with the
plane (1.9.92), with the appropriate values of h and m, is a simple closed curve,
which must be the curve of tangency between the unit-wave and the plane.34
Let us therefore ﬁnd h and m. We know that the tangent plane is normal to
ON in Fig. 1.17 (p.75) at point N , which is the diabolical point on the scaled
wave-slowness surface. The corresponding point on the ray-velocity surface is
R, whose coordinates we already know from equations (1.9.48). So, to ﬁnd the
coordinates of N from the coordinates of R, we replace a, b, and c by their
reciprocals, multiply by the scale factor b2 , and simplify, obtaining
(1.9.95)

� 2 2 �1/2
� 2 2 �1/2
xN = b a 2 −b2
; z N = b b2 −c 2 .
a −c

a −c

34 Equations (1.9.92) and (1.9.94) by themselves do not prove the existence of a curve of
tangency, because (1.9.94) is merely a necessary condition of tangency. But, having previously
established that such a curve exists, we now know that (1.9.94) imposes constraints on it.
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�
Then m = xN z N ; that is,

� 2 2 �1/2
m = a2 −b2 .

(1.9.96)

b −c

As the plane (1.9.92) passes through N , we can substitute (1.9.95) and (1.9.96)
into (1.9.92) and solve for h, obtaining
� 2 2 �1/2
h = b a2 −c2 .

(1.9.97)

b −c

(We get the same result with less algebra if we mark h and z N on the z axis in
�
�
Fig. 1.17, obtaining two similar triangles in which h b = b z N .)
Now we can ﬁnd the intersection of (1.9.92) and (1.9.94). Squaring and
expanding (1.9.92) and substituting from (1.9.96) and (1.9.97), we get
z2 =

(1.9.98)

�
�
�
� 2 2� 2
a −b x − 2b (a2 −b2 )(a2 −c2 ) x + b2 a2 −c2

b2 −c2

.

Substituting this into (1.9.94), multiplying through by (b2 −c2 ), regrouping
terms, and canceling the common factor 2b, we obtain,
(1.9.99)

�

b(a2 −c2 )x 2 − (b2 +c2 ) (a2 −b2 )(a2 −c2 ) x + b(b2 −c2 )y 2 = bc2 (b2 −a2 ) ,

which is the projection of the curve of tangency (NPQS in Fig. 1.16) on the
(x, y) plane. To describe the curve itself, let the coordinates within the tangent
plane be (ξ, y), where ξ is measured from the (y, z) plane in the direction
parallel to the line QNL (Fig. 1.17), so that
�1
�
ξ = x 1+m2 /2 .

(1.9.100)

Substituting from (1.9.96) and solving for x , we ﬁnd
� 2 2 �1/2
x = b2 −c 2 ξ .

(1.9.101)

a −c

If we substitute this into (1.9.99), divide through by the coeﬃcient of ξ 2 , and
“complete the square” on the terms in ξ 2 and ξ , we can put the remaining
constant terms over a common denominator, obtaining
(1.9.102)

�

ξ−

�
�1
b2 +c2 a2 −b2 /2
2b
b2 −c2

�2
a2 b4 − 2a2 b2 c2 + a2 c4 − b6 + 2b4 c2 − b2 c4
+ y2 =
,
2� 2
2�
4b b −c

which shows that the “closed curve” of tangency is a circle! In the numerator
on the right-hand side, the sum of the ﬁrst three terms has a factor a2 , and
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the sum of the remaining terms has a factor −b2 , and in each case the other
�
�
factor is b2 −c2 2 . Hence we can factor the numerator and cancel one factor,
simplifying the equation of the circle to
�
� 2 2� � 2 2�
�
�1 � 2
a −b b −c
b2 +c2 a2 −b2 /2
2
+
y
=
.
(1.9.103)
ξ−
2
2
2
2b

4b

b −c

The diameter is twice the square root of the right-hand side, i.e.
(1.9.104)

QN =

�

(a2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

b

,

where QN refers to the dimension in Fig. 1.16.
Note that the perpendicular dimension PS (in Fig. 1.16) is not generally an
exact diameter. Points P and S have been deﬁned as being in the plane of R
and the y axis, so that PS is a chord in that plane. If this chord were a diameter,
it would pass through the midpoint of the other diameter QN , and that midpoint
would therefore be on the line OR, which is not always true—as may be veriﬁed
by sketching the circle bRNb and the ellipse aQRc for extreme cases in which
a is very large or c very small compared with b.
Hamilton uses a more sophisticated coordinate transformation to ﬁnd the
circle of tangency [12, p.134], which leads to the prediction of internal conical
refraction [p.136]. But, as he acknowledges on the last page of his paper [12],
the order of presentation of his results is not the order of discovery. While
investigating a diﬀerent problem, he initially came to the diabolical points of
the wave-slowness surface, which implied curves of contact on the ray-velocity
surface. From the relation between the surfaces, he concluded that the latter
also had diabolical points, which implied curves of contact on the former. His
discovery that the “curves” are circles came later [5, pp. 368–9].
For the ray-velocity surface, the set of lines through the origin and the circle
of tangency deﬁnes a cone, and one of those lines is the binormal axis, which
is normal to the tangent plane. Similarly, for the wave-slowness surface, one of
the lines comprising the cone is the biradial axis, which is normal to the plane of
the circle of tangency. In each case, the axis of the cone is therefore not normal
to the circular base. Hence the cone of rays for internal conical refraction, and
the cone of internal wave-normals for external conical refraction, are circular,
but not right-circular.
However, for each cone, the right angle between the circular base and one
of the generating lines yields a formula for the opening angle of the cone in the
(x, z) plane. In Fig. 1.17, QNO is the right angle and ON = b, and we know
QN from (1.9.104); so the tangent of the opening angle is
(1.9.105)

tan ∠NOQ =

�

(a2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

b2

.
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At point R in Fig. 1.17, the acute angle between the circle and the ellipse, loosely
called ∠aRb, is also the angle between their normals in the (x, z) plane, which
is the opening angle of the corresponding cone of the wave-slowness surface.
So, to ﬁnd its tangent, we replace a, b, and c in (1.9.105) by their reciprocals
and simplify, obtaining
(1.9.106)

tan ∠aRb =

�

(a2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

ac

.

This is also twice the tangent of half the angle between the arcs aPR,−c and
cRS,−a in Fig. 1.16; compare equation (1.9.51).
�
The tangent of the angle between the z axis and the biradial axis is xR zR ,
which may be found from equations (1.9.48):
(1.9.107)

� 2 2 �1/2
tan ∠zOR = ac a2 −b2 .
b −c

We have already done the same for the binormal axis in (1.9.96):
(1.9.108)

� 2 2 �1/2
tan ∠zON = a2 −b2 .
b −c

The angle between the biradial and binormal axes is ∠RON = ∠zON − ∠zOR.
�
Hence, using the identity tan(u−v) = (tan u − tan v) (1 + tan u tan v), we ﬁnd
(1.9.109)

tan ∠RON =

�

(a2 −b2 ) (b2 −c2 )

b2 + ac

.

Comparing this with (1.9.105) and (1.9.106), we have
(1.9.110)

cot ∠RON = cot ∠NOQ + cot ∠aRb .

Taking reciprocals, we see that the tangent of the angle between the biradial and
binormal axes is the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of the tangents of
the opening angles of the ray cone and the wave-normal cone. More concisely,
the tangent of the angle between the axes is half the harmonic mean of the
tangents of the opening angles. Hence it is close to half the arithmetic mean
if the tangents are not too diﬀerent (that is, if b2 is comparable to ac); this
approximation applies to the tangents of the angles, but extends to the angles
themselves if they are small.
The subtractions in (1.9.105) to (1.9.109) magnify the percent uncertainties
in the principal speeds a, b, and c. Notice, however, that the angle between the
biradial and binormal axes, although obtainable by subtracting two of the other
angles, is no more sensitive to the diﬀerences between principal speeds.
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The refractive index is deﬁned as n = s/s0 , where s0 is the wave slowness
in a uniform isotropic reference medium (usually air or a vacuum). If v0 is
the isotropic speed of light in the reference medium, we can successively put
s0 = 1/v0 and s = 1/vn , obtaining three equivalent deﬁnitions:
(1.9.111)

n = s/s0 = v0 s = v0 /vn .

While the third deﬁnition is the most widely known, the ﬁrst and second are
more instructive: the refractive index is the normalized wave slowness, or the
scaled wave slowness whose scale factor is the speed of light in the reference
medium. If we scale the wave-slowness surface by the same factor, we get the
surface whose “distance” from the origin in any direction is the refractive index
in that direction; this is naturally called the index surface.
The refractive indices in the x , y, and z directions (in which D �� E) are
called the principal refractive indices (or simply principal indices) and are
respectively given by na = v0 /a, nb = v0 /b, and nc = v0 /c, so that na < nb < nc
in the biaxial case.35 Hence
(1.9.112)

a = v0 /na ; b = v0 /nb ; c = v0 /nc .

Making these substitution in equations (1.9.105) to (1.9.109), we can express the
tangents in terms of the principal indices (and because the angles are obviously
insensitive to scale, we can take v0 =1 for convenience). The results are
(1.9.113)
(1.9.114)
(1.9.115)

tan ∠NOQ =

�

tan ∠aRb =

�

tan ∠zOR =

(1.9.116)

tan ∠zON =

(1.9.117)

tan ∠RON =

�

�

��
�
nc 2 − nb 2 nb 2 − na 2

�

��
�
nc 2 − nb 2 nb 2 − na 2

na nc
nb 2

�1
nb 2 − na 2 /2
nc 2 − nb 2
�

�1

nc nb 2 − na 2 /2
na nc 2 − nb 2
�
� 2
��
�
nc − nb 2 nb 2 − na 2

nb 2 + na nc

.

To express the general law of refraction in terms of refractive indices, we
divide (1.9.70) through by v0 , obtaining
(1.9.118)

n sin θ = n � sin θ � ,

35 Other widely-used symbols for the principal indices include nα , nβ , nγ , and n1 , n2 , n3 .
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where θ and θ � are the angles of incidence and refraction of the wave-normals,
and n and n � are the refractive indices of the two media in the wave-normal
directions. Hence the law is applicable to the rays on the condition that the
rays are normal to the wavefronts. We have seen that in a biaxial birefringent
medium, this condition holds in each coordinate plane provided that the electric
polarization is normal to the plane. So, in that plane, with that polarization, ray
refraction between that medium and an isotropic medium satisﬁes (1.9.118) if
the refractive surface is normal to that plane. Using this fact, one can measure
the principal refractive indices.
Lloyd, in his experimental search for conical refraction, used a crystal of
aragonite (another form of CaCO3 ), whose principal indices had recently been
found by Rudberg [21, pp. 241, 255, 257] to be
na = 1.5326 ; nb = 1.6863 ; nc = 1.6908 .
These values yield NOQ = 1.916◦ (for the internal ray cone), aRb = 1.747◦ (for
the internal wave-normal cone), zOR = 80.059◦ (leaving 9.941 ◦ between the
biradial and x axes), zON = 80.973◦ (leaving 9.027 ◦ between the binormal and
x axes), and RON = 0.914◦ (whereas half the mean of the two cone angles is
0.916 ◦ ). So the opening angles of the internal cones are less than 2 ◦ (though
the internal wave-normal cone gives a somewhat wider external ray cone in air).
As of 2007, according to Berry & Jeﬀrey [4, pp. 24, 46], the medium with
the largest known angle of conical refraction is naphthalene, whose principal
indices are na = 1.525, nb = 1.722, and nc = 1.945. For these values, the opening angles NOQ and aRb are both close to 13.7 ◦ . So it is ﬁnally revealed that
Figs. 1.16 and 1.17, for clarity, grossly exaggerate the dissimilarities between
the principal speeds a, b, and c, causing the illustrated angles NOQ and aRb
to be much larger than in any real material.
It is said that the discovery of conical refraction was the ﬁrst occasion
in the history of science on which a new phenomenon, qualitatively diﬀerent
from anything previously observed or suspected, was predicted by mathematics
and conﬁrmed by experiment. The signiﬁcance of it was not lost on Lloyd;
concerning the predicted external and internal cones, he remarked:
Here, then, are two singular and unexpected consequences of the undulatory theory, not only unsupported by any facts hitherto observed, but
even opposed to all the analogies derived from experience. If conﬁrmed
by experiment, they would furnish new and almost convincing proofs of
the truth of that theory. . . [16, p.147].

In short, if the cones duly appeared, the proponents of the wave theory of light
would get their smoking gun. And they got it.
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